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Letter of Acknowledgement

K\ISS is a national organization that started with few social activist committed to work
:n-rr-rng the drug addicts both from the social and medical perspectives. Their dream came in
:: :e.rlitv in1997 in the name of Khulna Mukti Seba Sangstha (KMSS). Initially KMSS aimed
:: s:lr'e clrug addict community. Considering the drug use behavior it came to realization
::-:: :..r'ertr- is a greater context for drug abuse & it needs to address" Therefore, KMSS
r',.:.::.leLl its constituency to poor womer; sex workers, slum dwellers and hard-core poor
:-.--:-e. \orr- KMSS's constituency touches near about 1"5 million people. The vision of the
\l,iSS is to build a healthy society where all people are able to meet the basic human needs
.: j :::hts rrith fuli of dignity, joy and peace"

- " .' :'-:-ssion of the organization is to be committed to serve oppressed, poor and vulnerable
: :-::-.urities. Promotes full human transformation and bring positive changes in their lives
-::: :.-natelv contribute in to holistic sustainable development. Response to the emergency
:::-: --: 'Jre target community specially, promoting youth, children and women that affecting
-:.:-. rhr-sically, mentally and environmentaliy. Enhance moral and spiritual values that
,;''.: the community to lead a peaceful holy life towards the kingdom of God. Contribute
:-:.---ir-€1r- in promoting human rights and empowerment of poor, marginal and vulnerable
:.---:ie to garn and secure their human dignity for livelihood well- beings.

- r=,ier e that without having a systematic process an organization can't achieve any goal.

- :.: svstem makes an organization efficient through transparency, accountability, equal right
--: it s tmployees, management of resource, capacity development of the employees and

-::..1..rtaking right programs. Considering these factors KMSS has decided to develop and.

-:.:oduce various policies in the organizaton in a professional manner. Policy guideiine on
],'erhead is one of the policies that would guide the organization to make decision about
'.';fritrus issues of Overhead.

-.lhering this policy guideline is mandatory for all employees of KMSS for the betterment of

=:mseir.es as well as the organization. KMSS management deserves all rights to review the
i.l-ument to amend, add or delete any policies as and when required.

- appreciate concern people developed this policy that would KMSS to achieve its mission
:r".re successfully in the future.

Lindest Regards

-\froza Akhter Monju
General Secretary
K\1SS
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CHAPTER 1-

OVERHEAD BASICS

.\t a certain point in an orgarization's development process, it becomes necessary to

establish u ryr1"* for determining, tracking, and assigning certain costs to different cost

centers, areis of work, and contracts within the organizatton. This need generally

;cLncicles n,rth phases of sustained NGO growth, and eventually becomes a prerequisite

:.-r rvell.-managed future growth. There are a variety of acceptable methods and systems

:-.r allocating indirect .orir, u, long as it can be demonstrated that the allocation of these

-:s:-- is equitable and based on a well- documented justification"

The Benefits of Proper Indirect Cost Recovery

-Y.. of the key factors is proper understanding and management of indirect costs.

1r-..-rrledge of which activities drive which costs, as weil as which costs are at their bare

::::umum or where they may further be controlled, is extremely important. \\4ren costs are

s::.rlr- lumped together and then tracked after the fact rather than by advance planning,

-:rportant investment or planned expendifure opportunities may be forgone-resulting in

;rderutilized potential as well as liquidity problems. Cost allocation by type of cost is

:rnd amental to responsible business operations.

Sesides the importance of separating, understanding and controlling costs for internal

',1urposes, it is important to recognize that certain costs are necessary for the most basic

l.t.t of operation-regardless of organizatton size. When an NGO is small and

rredominantly funded by a single or small number of donors, these donors often directly

coyer indirect costs" Even when donors do not explicitty cover these costs, they are often

rj.lclen in direct costs or eliminated by sacrificing necessary support such as accounting

.u.l aclministrative staff. As an NGO grows and diversifies its funding base however, it
i:e.-omes impractical to directly charge individual donors with core operating costs that

-.nlv inclirectly benefit that donor. Simitarly, it becomes more difficult to hide indirect

.osts in direct costs-an unwise option in any case.

There is another path however, which is to calculate an indirect cost ratio and convince

.lonors to fund ttrese costs as a percentage of their direct costs. If NGOs either neglect to

Fursue this option or if a donor will only fund indirect costs at a level that represents

lo1-er than actual indirect costs, these NGOs will incur deficits while attempting to

reco\.er the total amount of funding necessary to maintain their everYday operations.

The Purpose of Indirect Cost Rates

Indirect Cost Rates are developed in order to be able to ensure real cost recovery. When a

.lonor approves an indirect cost rate, that donor is recognizing that there are real core,

hdirect costs associated with the implementation of the different grant or contract

agreements between the donor and recipient. The donor is recognizing that the recipient

can't simply implement a microcredit program for instance, without also paying office rent,

some administrative functions, perhaps necessary executive salaries, etc. The recipient,

through an indirect cost proposal, requests that each funding source pay a portion of these

trrganizational "indirect costs", proportional to the benefit received ideally at the exact
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.rmLrunt that the funded direct activities created the necessity or incurrence of the associated

:r.iirect costs.

lre realitv that KMSS need to communicate to donors is that these costs are not elective,

urelated extra costs that KMSS is hying to pass on to unwitting donors. Rather, KMSS

r:.ust comrnunicate the reality that indirect costs are vital costs which are the result of taking

..r. donor projects, and which benefit those donors, albeit in an indirect way.

Basic Definitions
l:r':;l Costs + lndirect Costs +Llnrelatedfi)nallownble Costs =Total Costs

Direct Costs are specifically identifiable with a final cost objective of an orgarizatton.

llev are incurred. in furtherance of KMSS mission and are often in the form of the costs of

;:ect activities in:

-\n an,ard
-\ project
-\ service that KMSS performs for pay or for its members

Some other direct activity of KMSS

l:.r-t costs are classified as department/project /acnvity level, as opposed to indirect costs,
-".,'hich are institution level. As a general rule, direct costs may be treated as indirect when

Crat is the organization's stated policy, their amount is immaterial, and they are treated

consistently.

Indirect costs are cofiunon or joint costs-core costs-which are not readily identifiable with
a final cost objective" Indirect costs still benefit-although indirectly-the organization and

the clonors that fund the organization. Indirect costs are institution 1evel costs.

Unrelated/Unallowable costs are sometimes keated as direct, indirect, or sometimes

ercluded. Generally speaking they are either:

Unrelated (directly or indirectly) to a final cost objective, or,

Related somehow but specifically not permitted per donor rules.

Unrelatecl/Unallowable costs are classified as such not necessarily because they are

hrproper"or abnormal expenses. Rather, they are unrelated either directlv or indirectly to
the clonors' projects. Examples of each wili be given further below.

Examples of Indirect Costs
Indirect costs can be generally described under the following groupings:

The management costs of all activity
The research and development capacity within voluntary organizations
The support services meaning the premises, IT and finance costs as well as the

administrative, personnel and training costs'

\{ore specifically, some of these costs, may include:

Item L Office rent
Item 2 Reasonable board of directors operating expenses
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Item 3 Financial and administrative staff not directly chargeable to projects

Item 4 Moderate new business development/proposal writing
Item 5 ED salary and other similar costs not directly funded

The following chart offers further examples of common overhead costs. The costs are

grouped by commonality amongst KMSS and relevance to organizatort's development

stage:

COMMON OVERHEAD COSTS

*---.r .-.-El:r
'"1'f,i:r; r/i ( \.'-

:r-..; ; :tj i: . :i..rii -.: j:r-El'

Executive Director Needed in all Needed at all stages

Financial management Needed in all Needed at all stages

Telephone, Fax Postaqe Needed in all Needed at aII stages

Premises - Rent Mortgage Needed in nearly ail

Sometimes minimized in
early stages of an
organization s life-but not
likely to be a long term
resDonse

Associated. . .costs
heat/ligh

A11 [Same]

Insurances Needed in all [Needed at all stagesl

Associated stafl
costs, including
insurance,
pension...

A11 organizations
employing
staff

As soon as staff ar(

employed

Equipment, IT, printing, etc
Needed in all but likely
to

increase as new activities
are taken on

Particular investment
in periods of
growth

Premises manaqement Present in all organizations 'I'hroushout

[Practical] . Research
and development

Present in all

Particularly significant
at

early stages of an

organization's life or at a

period of planned or
exoected srowth

[New business
development]

Present in all

Maybe a greater percentage
of the work done in the

[early] development stages
of an [organization's] life

Membership-support of
the membership structure

Particular relevance
for membership
orqanizations

Needed at all stages
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Governance - support
the trustee structure

iect manasement
\ Ionitoring and evaluation

Quality assurance
Travel and subsistence
[rrhile on legitimate
cverhead functions]

Staff haining
siren'ision

Personnel functions
tccountancv and audit

-cretarial su

C.rrporate planning

:rra.-utir-e Director

-i.lminis trative Staff

Finance
Fielcl O 1Ce

Ii.ecruitment

l fanmg

Statf Development

egu arA

\u.1it

.lrLSurance

Rent

Needed at all stagesA11 organizations

at all sta

Needed at all stages

Needed at all stagesemploying s

Needed at aI1 sta
Needed at all stases
Needed at all staqes

Needed at all stages

Thirty agencies include 90% or more, and eight agencies includ

rty-one agencies include some program staff costs in
indirect cost pool. The percentage varies frorn3%-100%.

Forty-four agencies -100% of administrative
in their indirect cost pool"

ies include 100% of finance staff costs.
Thirteen organizations allocate field office staff to
cost pool. The percentage varies from 4% to 100%.

Tmty:Iite agenctes include "100% of their recruitment costs in thei

indirect cost pool. Another nineteen include between 5-90%.. "

haining costs in their indirect cost pool:Fift,v-two agencies include training costs in their tnclrrect cost Po(
twenty-seven of the fifty-two charge 100% of all training costs
the indirect cost pool.

Thirty-three agencies inc
their indirect cost pool.

e 100% of staff development costs

Fifty-five agencies incl
indirect cost pool"

r audit costs in their

orty-five agencies include 100 it costs in their

Forty-one agencies include 100o/o of insurance costs in their indirect

-seven agencles mcl their rent costs in

Eighteen agencies include 100% of their telephone costs in ther
indirect cost pool. Seventeen include 50-90%...One...allocates
just basic telephone charges to indirect"

Telephone
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Postage Eighteen agencies
indirect cost pool.
50% to95%.

ffiii postage costs to
Twenty-one. . .include percentages ranging

theit
frorr

Photocopying @ies include 90-100% of their [photocopymg
costs in their indirect cost Pool.

Supplies @s include 100% of their supplies expenses r
their indirect cost pool.

Bid and Proposal bid and ProPosal

[development] costs in their indirect cost pool.

Board of Directors d costs in their

indirect cost pool.

Meetings Twenty-one agencies include 100% of their meeting costs rn ther

(*{-

ret*f&'ret
1a;1; q& cq-{i qlql qlqi-ilGi q-g3+ilnxt
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CHAPTER 2

OVERHEAD MANAGEMENT

There are several key issues when it comes to overhead management. Four particularly

!-rertinent issues will now be covered: defining an overhead strategy, economies of scale,

.*p"r,r" timing, and maintenance and reporting. KMSS determines to have an Overhead Cost

at i rate of Z% - 15% while submitting a proposal to donor if there is a provision to do so"

Defining an Overhead Strategy
{s plsr-l.rsly mentioned, goals and potential benefits of developing an indirect cost rate

:rclu.le being able to better control costs, recovering full indirect costs instead of hiding them

-:. .lirect cosis, educating donors about the reality of legitimate indirect costs, and spreading

::,lirect costs acrosr ull donors and funding sources. But before taking the leap into

:rrnuJating an ICR KMSS needs to have a very clear understanding of what its ICR "Sfrategy"

ar..l obiechves are and why. Possible objectives include:

1. Increasing the recovery of indirect costs from donors rather than using unrestricted

funds.
l. Simpiifying its cost recovery practice (i.e. not having to hide indirect costs)

j. Decreasing an existing rate to become more cost competitive
4. Increasing existing rate to adjust to new realities

Part of defining an overhead strategy is deciding which type of indirect cost rate to implement'

\\hile no one ipproach is ideal, there are many different methods for allocating indirect costs

across different donors and projects. Besides the simple allocation method with a provisional

rate that is used in most of the examples of this repor! indirect costs can be distributed over

multiple cost bases and under non-provisional reporting requirements. With any overhead

allocahon method, it must be demonstrated that indirect costs are being distributed in the fairest

manner against the direct cost source that necessitated their incuuence. As mentioned in the

Erecutive Surrunary, as long as this condition is satisfied, creative methods can be developed to

form cost centers for certain types of costs (travel or subcontracts for example), or possibly even

uruts rvithin KMSS that can have more competitive overhead rates because they depend on, and

ronsequently benefit from, the administrative functions of KMSS to a measurably lesser degree'

To a certain extent, simplicity must be balanced with accuracy, and developing a simple method

to allocate and recoveiindirect costs especiaily in KMSS that currently has advanced a donor

perceives an NGO's reporting system to be. Ironically, the more advanced the system, the more

iikelv the dohor willbe to require less detail and vice versa. However, the possible advantages

of rrurltiple allocation base method.s are worth exploring if KMSS would benefit from a mix of

.1i-fferent cost center strucfures.

Proper funding of indirect costs is imperative. But improper funding of an organization s

rn.lrect costs is logically more painful to an organization that has poor control over those

costs than to one that hai efficiently structured its costs. As the next section demonstrates, this

equation is somewhat stacked against organizations still in their early development stage. The

reason this occurs is because ulig.o*ponent of indirect costs are fixed costs, which don't

increase when new grants are won.
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-,''-:-en 
tlefining an overhead strategy it is critical for both donors and recipients to understand

--:-:: lust as indirect costs are generally lower as a percentage of direct coits during periods of
>;stained growth, smaller NGOs will tend to have higher overhead rates in eartiei stages of
- :ianizational life. This is due to lack of economies of scale when recovering fixed costs from
: 'maller donor base" This presents quite a quandary when NGOs are being judged on cost
;:mpetitiveness. Ways to approach this issue are discussed in the Executive Sumrnary.

Lrpense Timing
I uring of planned overhead expenses can impact an organization's overhead rate
s:g:riiicantlr'. As KMSS monitors its overhead expenditures throughout the year, particular
;::ention should be paid to anticipated changes in the acfual overhead rate for the
::soming r-ear. For instance, assuming it is near year-end, KMSS has a provisional
---.-r'rhead rate of 30% and it appears that KMSS is going to finish the current year at an
:::ua-i rate of 25o/o. Furthermore, after closely reviewing its projected pro-leitlfunding
::reline for the upcoming year KMSS determines that its overhead rate is fitely to be closer
:-' lr', for next vear. It would be a good idea to review planned overhead expenditures for
-:-.. upcoming vear to see if some of the needed purchases can be made this year, when the
'-'.'trheacl rate is anticipated to be low, instead of the coming year, when iiis going to be
:--'re difficult to keep the overhead at or near the provisional rate. This doesn't mean(\ ISS should scramble to spend the probabie u-nspent difference from this year as soon as
:-'ssible. Rather, it means KMSS should be cognizant of fluctuations in project and expense
.r'cles and time its expenses to its maximum benefit when possible.

\Iaintenance and reporting
The basic accounting for receipt of payment from a donor that advances money to carry
out its projects is as follows:

Spending Funds
Office Rent

Cash

Unearned Revenue 1,000
Ea evenue

K\1SS must update their ICR (Indirect Cost Rate) as and when required unless they have
established an exception of some sort. Each year, KMSS must get its overhead rate audited
in order to present the audited rate to the donor. This "audite d. rate" will be the final rate
usecl to calculate acfual overhead expendifures for the year.

\one of this is necessarily a problem as long as KMSS is accurate in its reporting and not
h-i-1t11r' off in its forecasting which could lead to lack of donor confidence in the
organization's cost management and evenfual donor reticence towards fufure funding.
The kev is KMSS accounting system is equipped to handle all the different possibL
contingencies.
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